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Figure 1

The upper curve In th_ _lgut¢ shows how pressure varies

above and below av0ragc with dlstanc_ at a given time,
" " The lower curve _how5 how veJo_lly varla_ ab0_'e zero

(thai is, m_leeules moving io Ihe rlghl) and below z_ro

{lhal I_, molecules moving Io lhe left). Tile distance )A)
belw0en cresls of bo[h _urve_ Is lhe wavcl_nglh of Ihe

sour)d,

Is expressodIn Cyclesper s_cond, or hortz (Hz). The distancelraveled by
lho waw throui_h one compl_t_ cycJe )s re(erred to a_ lh_ wave)_nglh
(Fi_ure 2).
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,,:_ Therateat whichthemoleculardisplacementoccursis termedth_particle
velocityof thewave,or displacementper unitof time.TIlis is illustratedin
Figure3. Undernormalconditionsof temperatureandpressure,thevelocity

!" of soundinair is1100 feelpersecond.

L
Note: Wavelengthvs, Frequency.The higher the frequency,th_
shorterthe wavelengthand viceversa.A toneof 20 Hz hasa wave-

:l lengthof 55 feet. (Wavelengthx frequency= 1100 ft/sec in air).
,f

Ttmn 0,O1 S_¢ 0.02 S_C
'_R ' '

_ Oiltarlco from Source irt Fe6t

fi, Figure3
Intensity and Loudness

c:'_! Soundpropagatedfroma simplesourceradiatesmor_or lessequally
i!( in alldirectionsfrom that source,formingwhatmightb_calleda sphereof
_ acousticpower. The power is expressedaswatts/m2. Sincethe power

spher_increasesproportionallywith the increasein distancefrom the
source,th0powerper unitof area,or intensity,decreasesbecausethecon-

stant powerquantityisbeingdistributedoveran_xpandlngarea.Figure4!; providesanIllustraHonof Illisprinciple.
I Theacousticpower radiatedfrom a sourceGantletb0 conveniently

i! measuredin wattsby instruments.However.thechangesin atmospheric
pressurecausedby the soundwavecanbe determinedsoas to provide

_L a meaningfulmeasure.The fluctuationaboveandbelowthe normalatmo-
sphericpressureis called the soundpressureand is the most common

_t measure of strength of a sound or noise, Sound pressure measure-
!' ments andthe units of specifyinglnlensityarethe basesfor:

,_ 1. Humanhearinglevels,sinceth0 ear Is mostsensitiveto sound

! propagatedin air.

_. 2. Noiselevelsof variousnoiseproducingsources,
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_I_:i1 cally that sound intensity, or sound power, varies proportionally to the

' _i_ squareof the sound pressure,

; Mathematically,

_ti! / SoundIntensity
Intensity Level _ 10 Iog'_Referenceintendty)dB.

(s,)2:+i Sound PressureLevel (SPL)= 10 log dB.

!1 The log,of a quantity squaredis equat to twice the log of the quantity;
I therefore,

1 SpL=2Oog()d
I The referencesound pressure(SPret) usedin acousticsis 20 mleropascals,

which Ideally in air is the pressureequivalent of 10"12 watts/m 2 (the
thresholdof human hearing). Power levelsor intensitiescan be computed ll
from sound pressuremeasurements.A 20.dB incrcescin the soundpressure 1

level (5PL) represents a tenfold increaseIn the sound pressure(SP). For
example, compare a measurementof 120 dB overallSPL to 60 dB overa0
SPL. Although 120 dB is only twice the numerical value of 60 dB, the
sound pressurerequiredto produce120 dB is 1000 dines the sound pressure
requiredto produce60 dB.

There area few rulesto rememberwhen usingshedecibel

I, The decibel is used to express ratios. The reference quantity
mustbe specified.

2, In acoustics, the referencesound pressureis 20 mlcropaseals.

3. Power levels are not easily measuredbut are usually computed
from measuredSPLs.
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Combining Noise Levels

Becausethey"are Iogarllhmlc, decibels are not additive, it two similar
no]_ sourcesproduce the sameamount of noise (say 100 dB each), the
total noise level will be 103 dB, not 200 dB. Frgum 5 provides a guide
to theaddition or deeJbets.The following exampleusfngFigure S asa basis,
prey)des an illustration of the way in which the noise levelsof multiple
Sourceswouldbeadded.

i J,'
-- i

i'
3 = 6 _ I J 10 II t3 13

Figure $

New
Source by itself Differenc_ .&mount Io b_added Total

_OOdB
+'_01dB .... I dB .... 2.7dB ............. lO3.7 dB

+]OOdB ...... 3.7dB ,.. 1.6dB ............. 105.3dB
+ 96dB ...... 9,3d8 ,,, O,,ldB ............. lO5.7dB

Attenuotlon With Distance

', Sound attenuatesaccording to Ihe inwrse squareJaw:sound Inmnsity
decreasesInverselywish shesquareof the distancefrom the _ource.in other
words, na_h lime Ihe dlsl:ancefrom she noise source doubles, the sound
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_: pressure is halved. This phenomenon produces a decrease of aboul 6 dB
each time the distance from the source is doubled. When frequency is

>'. taken into account atong with attenuation with distance, it is seen (hat

_ higher frequency sound dissipates at a greater rate than does low fre-

_: quency sound(Figure 6). Figure 6 does not take into accountattenuation

_! resulting from wind gradients, temperature gradients, ground cover, etc.
,i
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Human Itearing and Acoustics

In laboratory experiments, it was found that the "absolute" threshold
of hearing In young adults corresponded to a pressureof about 0.0002
dyne/era2, This reference level wasdetermined in a quiet ambient noise

_. atmosphere and at the most acute freqtlency range of human hearing,
¢ between 1000 and 4000 Hz. The general rangeof humanhearingisusually

defined as being between 20 and 20,000 Hz. Frequencies below 20 Hz
are callled Infrasonic, with frequenciesbetween 20 and 20,000 Hz cafied

I" sonic or referred to as the audible frequency area. Frequencies above
20,000 Hz (some texts refer to above1S,000) arecalled ultrasonic.

= The loudnessof sound (sensalion) dependsupon the intensity, but
it also dependsupon the frequencyof the soundand the characleristicsof
the human ear.The Intensityof soundisa purely physicalquantity, where-
as,the loudnessdepends also upon the characteristicsof the ear.Thus, the
intensity of a given soundstriking the car of a normal hearing personand
of a hard-of.hearing person might be the same,but the loudnesssensation
would be quite different. Again, a lO0-Hz tone that is barely audiblehas
about 5000 times the intensity of a 1000-hlz tone that is equally loud,
i.e.,barely audible,whereas100-Hz and lO00-Hz tones would soundequally
loud at a 100-dB level. The relationship between frequency intensity and
loudnessis quile involved.Wedo have,however,a senseof relalive loudness
so that there isa fair measureof agreementamongtrainedobserversin their
judgments asto when onesound Ison,-half, one.third, and soon as loud as
another. The question is often asked, "Suppose we reduce the intensity
lew[ of a noise by 10 decibels, what percentage reduction in loudness
havewe obtained?" The answeris that it dependson what the initial level
was, Figure 7 can be used to giw an approximate answer for different
valuesof the original level.

When human ear responseto frequency and inlensiw is plotted, we
find that the response is not linearand that it varieswith sensationlevel.

Figure 8_ an equal loudnesschart, demonstrates this responsechJracteris-
tic. The equal loudness levels in Figure 8 were defined as the intensity
required to make a given test tone seem equally as loud as the reference
tone, which was the 1000 Hz reference. The unit of loudnesslevel that is
usedto plot the data iscalled the phon. Thus, the loudnesslevel in phons
of any sound of that frequency Is equal to its intensity level in decibels.
Generally, thefollowing Is noled from the equal loudnesscurves:

1, At low intensity levels,high frequency tonessound louder d)an
low frequency tonesof thesame intensify.

9
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2. At high intensity levels,all tones of the sametntenslty sound
almost equally loud, regardlessof their frequency.

3. At low intensity levels,a given change in intensitylevel produces
a larger change in loudnessat low I-r_quenciesthanat high fre-
quencies.

4. At high intensity levels,a givenchange In intensity lev¢lproduces
practically the same change in loudness regardlessof frequency.

Alldlometry

The "Absolute Zero" level of ilearing determined In thelabur_tory
was found to be 16 to 20 dB too low for a "Normal Population" Audio-
metric Zero. Thus, the American Audlometrlc Zero is about 20 dB ahoy0
the zerobasedon the 0.0002 dyne./cm2 reference.

i The intensity (loudness) scale on most audiometershas a rang0 of
from .10 dB through 0 dB and up to 100 dB, with the maximumintensity
range dependent on the particular test frequency. Frequenciesbelow

_ TO00 Hz and above 4000 Hz usually do nee hav_ a fuJ#100 dB (on audio.
' motor intensity scale). These maximum intensity Ilmlt_ shouldalways be

noted whenever testing the hearing of a person having a severeloss of

hearing, The maximum intensity limits, if they exist, are usually marked
: below the frequency indicator scaleon theaudiometer.
:, The majority of audiometer Intensity scaJesare calibraled in 5.dB

stops: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. And, _v_ll if the audiometer hasa variable
_ntcnsitycontrol,usuallythe5-dBstepsarestillrecorded,

The speech reception threshold was also found to be approximately
16 to20 dB abovethe 0.0002dyne/era2 reference.Thus,theaudlometrlc

zero for speechmaterial Is about tho same as the audlomotdc r_femnce
for 1000.Hz test frequency area.

Humen Response To Noise

Generally, any unwanled sound isroferred to as noise. Thus, noi_
does not necessarilyimply that the sound f/old is loud. It Is the attributes
making up a noise that determine whether ]t is annoying. Some of the
main attributesare:

1. The Frequencyspectrum, broadband or narrowband
" 2, intensity{ev¢ls

H
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3. Modulation characteristics
4. Time and placeof the occurrenceof the noise
5. Duradon of the noise (short or continuous)

_, 6. Individualbackground.

,_ The frequency spectrum of sound refers to the breakdown of acoustic
.., energyfrom 20 through10,000 Hz.This breakdown isusually accomplished

by measuring _coustlc energy, or sound pressurelevels, in eight octave

_ bands,the most common of which are ([n Hz):

"; Band Number I 20 through 75
BandNumber 2 75 through180

i Band Number3 150 through 300BandNumber 4 300 through600

Band Number 5 600 through 1200
I BandNumber6 1200 through2400

BandNumber 7 2400 through 4800
BandNumber 8 4800 through9600 (10,O00)

The most significant bands regarding poss[blehazardouseffects on man
: arebands4, 5, 6, and 7 (300 through4800 Hz).

Obviously, intensity is a factor in determining deleterious effects
on humans, as indicated in the table below. But frequency, too, must be
considered,especialtywhere on_ is trying to gaugecilaracteristicsof annoy-
ance.Generally, higher frequency noise is more annoying at equal intcn-
sltics,than lowerIntensitynoise.

Intensity Levels and Human Speech-Hearing

d___s
140 Thresholdof pain
130 Feelingoftickle
120 Averagethresholdof discomfort for pure tones
110 Loud shoutat 1 ft distancc

100 Discomfort for speechb_ginsaroundthis level
90

80 Loud speech
?O

80 Averagespeechconversational level
50

40 Faint speechat 3 ft distance
30 Whisper(average)

12



20 Very quiet speech (faint)

:_ 0 Threshold of hearing (young adult)

!_. Speech Interference Level (S/L)

: The numerical average of the sound pressure level (SPL) readings

q in the 600.120(] 1200-2400, and 2400.4800 o_tave bands has been era.

_" pirically shown to correlate with the subjective level of speech Interference.
,_ Figure 9 indicates the communication interference caused by various SlLs.

?

s,

I f i I°_ ,i e ii I

Figure 9
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! SOME CURRENT BOOKS ON NOISE AND VIBRATION

AcademicPress,Inc. 111 Fifth Avenue,New York_MY 10003

1. Mason, W.P,, "Physlca/Acoustics," 1964, $18.00.
2. Mason, W. P. (Editor), "Physical Acoustics,Principles & Methods_"

Vols. 1 and2.
3. Brekhovsk[kh,*'WaveslnLayered Media,"
4. Robinson, D. W., "Occupational Hearing Loss," 1971, $14.50.
5. Kryter, K., "Effects o1Noiseon Man," 1970, $19.50.
6. Mason, "Physical Acoustics," Volume 10, 1973, $39.50.
7. Meyer/Neumann, "Physical and Applied Acoustics," 1972, $18,50.
8. Tobias, J. V. {Editor), "Foundations of Modern Auditory Theory,"

Vois. I & II, 1972.
9. Welsh,R., "PhysiologicalEffects of Noise,"

10, DaJos, P._ "The Auditory Per{phery-Biaphyslcs and Physiology,"
1973, $32.50,

Addison.WesleyPublishingCo._Inc., JacobWay, Reading,MA

1. "Vibrations: Theoretical Methods," 1966. $9.75.
2. Towne, D. H,"Wave Phenomena."

American Elsevier PublishingCo., Inc., 52 Vanderbllt Avenue, New York,
NY 10017

1. Taylor, C. A., "The Physics of" Musical Sounds," 1965, $9.50.
2. Smith, 0. J., "Environmental Physics;Acoustics," 1970, $9.45.
3. Petursewicz, "industrial Noise," 1974, $19.50.
4. Smlth,"Acousttcs," 1971,$9.45,
5. Ford, R, D., "Introduction Io Acoustics," 1970.
6, Gayford, M, L., "Electroacoustlcs-Microphones, Earphones, and

Loudspeakers," 1971, $15,00.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 345 East 47th Street, New
York, MY 10017
1. Snowdon, .t.C. and E. E. Ungar, "Isolation of Mecl_anicalVibration,

Impact, and Noise," 1973, $25.00,
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American Speech & Hearing Assodadon, 9030 Old Georgetown Road,
Washington, DC 20014!

I. "Noise as a Public Health Hazard," Proceedingsof the American
Speech and Hearing AssociationN,_tional Conference, June 13-14_

! 1968, Washington, DC, W. D. Ward, J. E. Frieks, _ditors (1969),

i
i Allyn & Bacon, Inc., RockJeigh,NJ 07647

1. Tso, F. S,, I. E. Morse, and T. H. 14inktc,"M_chantcaJVibrations,"
i. 1963.

Ann Arbor Science, P. O. Box 1425, Ann Arbor, MI 48106

1, Cheremsisnoff, P. N., and R. A. Young, "Pollution Engineering
PracticeHandbook," $29.50.

2. Ptant Engineeringand Mainrenan_ Handbook, $20.00.
3. Deinlnger, R. A., "Models For Environmental Pollution Control,"

'* $24.50, Cat. No. 0969.2/501,

• .= A.S. Barnesand Company, Inc., Cranbury,NJ 08512

1. Albers, Vernon M., "The World of Sound,".$5.95.

_' G. Bell & Sons, London, England
!
" I, Wood, A. B.,"A Textbook ofSound,"
;1

Bureau of National Affairs, Dept. NRRo504, 1231 2Sth Street, NW, Wash.
ington, DC 20037

1. Nols0 Regulation Reporter.

Chemical PublishinBCo., Inc., 200 Perk AvenueS., Now York, NY 10003

1. gettIngor, M., "Acoustics-Room Designand Noise Control," 1968,
$17.50.

2. Rettinger, M., "Acoustic Design& NoiseControl," 1973.
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Crane, Russak & Company. Inc., 347 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10017

h Haln_s,G., "Sound UnderWal0r]' 1974, $8.25.
2. Taylor, C. A., "PhysicsoFMusicalSounds," 1965, $9.50,

CRC Press,Inc., 18901 CranwaodParkway,Cleveland,OH 44128

1. Goodfriend, L. S., "Noise Pollution," Cat. No. 5003/306, $26.00.

Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270 MadisonAvenue,New York, NY 10016

I. Enstninger,"Ultrasonics:The Low and High Intensity Applications,"
1973. $24.80.

Dover Publications,Inc., 180 Varick Street,New York, NY 10014

1. Sabine, W. C, "Collected Papers on Acoustics," 1964, $2.00.
2. Lowery, H., +'A Guide to Musical Acoustics," 1966, $1.00.
3. Olson, H. F., "Music PhysicsandEngineering," 1967, $2.75.
4. Kolsky, H., "StressWavesIn Solids."
5. Love, A. E. H., "A Treatiseon the Mathematical Theory of Elastic-

ity," 1944.
6. Lamb, H., "Hydrodynamics.'*
7. Lamb, H., "The DynamicalTheory of Sound."
8. Raylei_h_Lord, "Theory of Sound,"Vols. 1 & 2,
9. Rayleigh,Lord, "Scientific Papers,"Vols. I-6.

Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, Inc., 523 Sarah Street, Stroudsburg, PA
18360

1. Arbors, V. M. (Editor), "Underwater Sound," Pennsylvania State
University, 1972, $20.00,

2. LIndsay, R, B. (Edffor), "Acoustics: Historical and Philosophical
Development,Brown University, 1973,$24.00.

3. Flanagan. J. L. and L, R. Rablner (Editors). "Speech Synthesis,*'
Bell Laboratories,Murray Hill, NJ, 1973, $22.00.

4. LIndsay_ R. B. (Editor), "Physical Acoustics," Brown University,
1973, $24.00.

Duxbury Press,10 DavisDrive,Belmont,CA 94002

1. Stevenson,Gordon M., "The Po/ltlcsuf Airport Noise," 1971.
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ElsevIer/Excerpta.MedicalNorth Holland, AssociatedScientific Publishers,
P. O. Box 211, Jan Van C_lenstraat 335, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

1. Lawrence, Anita, "Architectural Acoustics," 1970.
2. Bushel, R, G., "Acoustic Behaviorof Animals," 54S,00.
3, Richardson, E. G. and E. E. Meyer, "Technical Aspectsof Sound,"

Vols. 1-3.

GaleResearchCo..Book Tower, DelroIt, MI 48226

1. Bragdon, C. R., "Noise PollutiQn," A Guide to Information Sources,
Edited by Dr. C. R. Bragdon,

GeneralRadio Company,300 Baker Avenue,Concordt MA 01742

1. Poterson, A. and E. Cross, "Handbook of Noise Measurement."

GrozlerPublishingCo., WarrenAvenue,Harvard.MA 01451

1. Lyon, R. H, "Transportation Noise," 1973.

HoistedPress,605 Third Avenue,NewYork, NY 1OO16

1, LIndsay, R. B., "Physical Acoustics," (13enchmarkPapers in Acous-
tics, #4), 1974, 524,00.

2, Kuttruff, H,, "Room Acoustics," 1974. $29.75.
3, Flanagan, J, L. and L. R. Rabtncr, "SpeechSynthesis," 1973, $22,00.
4. Albers, V, M.. "Underwater Sound," 1972, 522.00,
S. Lindsay, R. B., "Acoustics: ttis(orical and PhilosophicalDevelop-

ment," 1973, $24.00.
6, King, "The Measurement& Suppressionof Noise with SpecialRefer-

ence to ElectricalMach[ncs,"1965.

Harperand Row, 49 E. 33rd Street, NewYork, NY 10016

1, Baron, R.A., "ATyranny of Hoise/'1971,

HaJt]ngsHouse Publishers,Inc., 10 East40th Streel;,New York, NY 10016

1. Mankovsky_ V. S.. "Acoustics of Studios and Auditoria," 1971,
516.50.

2. Orlngel, R. S,, "Audlo Con trol Handbook," 1970, 510.00.
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3. Nlsbe_t,A., '*The Useof Microphones," 1974, $10.95.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc., 1285 Main Street, Buffalo, NY

. I. Hlldebrand, ]. L., "Noise Pollution and the Law," 1970.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 383 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017

1. Davis,H. and S. R. Silverman, "Hearingand Deafness,"1970, $13.00.

The KentState University Press,Kent, OII 44240

I. Scvarie, S. and E, Levy, "Tone: A Sludy in Musical Acoustics,"
1968, $7.95.

Robert E. Krleger Publishing Co., Ine., P, O, Box 542, Huntington, NY
11743

1. Green, D, M. and J, A. Swets, "Physiological Acoustics: SignalDetec-
llon Theory & Psychophyslcs,"1974, $18.00.

i Lexington Publishing Company, 98 Emerson Gardens, Lexington, MA
02173

1. Jonson, P., and G. Sweitzer, "How You Can Sound-proof Your
Hom_," 1974, $7.95,

J. B. Lippencott, E. WashingtonSquare,Philadelphia,PA 19105

1. Satalo1"f,J., "Occupational Hearing Loss."

MacMillan Company,866 Third Avenue,New York, NY 10022

1. Rschevkin,S. N.. "A Course of Lectures on the Theory of Sound,"
1903, $12.50.

2. Milne-Thomson, "Theoretical Hydrodynamics."

McGralh Publlshlng Company, 821 Flfleenth Street, NW, Washington,
DC 2000S

1. Swenson,G. W., "Principles of Modern Acoustics," 1905.
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: McGraw.HBI Book Company, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
; NY 10020

: 1. Morse,P. M. and K. U. Ingard, "Theoretical Acoustics," 1968,
$23.00.

!_ 2. Beranek,L. L., "Noise and Vibration Control," 1971, $29.50.
: 3. Docile, L. L., "Environmental Acoustics," 1972, $18,50.

4. Urlck, R. J., "Principles of Underwater Soundfor Engineers," 1967.
.t, 5. Stratton, J.A., "ElectromagneticTheory."

6. B_ranek,L. L., "Acoustics."
7. gcranck, L, L. "Noise Reduction."
8. Morse, P. M. and H. Feshbach, "Methods of Theoretical Physics,"

Vols.1 & 2.
9. Morse,P. M., "Vibration & Sound."

10. Moore, R. K., "Wave andDiffusion Analogies."

11. L[ndsay,R, B., "MechanicalRadiation."
12. Harris,C. M., "Handbook of NoiseControl," 1957.
13. Davidand Denes,"Human Communication," 1973, $25.00.
14. Neast, D. N., "Measurements' in Mechanical Dynamics," 1967.

• 15. Phelan,R. M., "Dynamics of Machinery."
16. Egan, M. D., "Concepts in Architectural Acoustics," 1972, $16.50.
17. Sataloff, J., "industrial Deafness:Hearing, Testingand Noise Measure-

ment," 1957.
18. Harris, C. M. and C. E. Crede, "Shock and Vibration Handbook,"

', 3 Volumes 1961:, p ,

Nelson-HallCompany, 325 W, JacksonBird,, Chicago,IL 60606

1. Lipscomb, D. M., "Noise: Tile Unwanted Sounds," 1974, $15.00.

Penguin Books,7710 AmbassadorRoad, Baltimore, MD 21207
'i

1. Taylor, R, "Noise," 1070.

L: Univershy of PennsylvaniaPress,3933 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA
19174

, 1. Bragdon,C. R., "Noise Pollution: The Unquiet Crisis," 1971, $1S.00.

i_ Pennsylvania State University Press, 215 Wagner Building, University
Park, PA 16802

•,_1' 1. Albers, V, M., "Underwater Acoustics Handbook," 1965, $19.50.
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2. Skudrzyk, E., "Simple ;lnd Complex Vibratory Systems," 1965,
$24.50,

3. Albers, V, M., "Su_ested Experiments for Laboratory Courses in
AcousticsandVibrations," 1972, $7.00.

PergamonPress,Inc., Maxwell House, Falrv[ewPark, Elmsford, NY 10523

1. Rzchevkin,"TheTheory of Sound."
2. Tucker, D. G. and B. Gazey, "Applied Underwater Acoustics,"

1966,$8.50.
3. Malecki, I., "Physical Foundations of Technical Acoustics," 1959,

$47.00.

4. Bugllarello,G. et al, "The Impact el"NoisePollution: A 5ocio-Technm
logical Introduction," Polytechnic institute of New York, 1974,
$11.50.

5. Koren, H. etal, "Environmental Health and Safety," indiana State
University, 1974, $15.00.

Philosophical Library, 15 East40th Street_New York, NY 10016

, 1. Duerden, C,, "NoJs_Abatement," 1971, $25.00.

: Plenum Publishing Corporation, 227 West 17th Street, New York, NY
10011

1. VIktorov, L A.. "Rayl=igh and Lamb Waws."
2. Welch, B. L, and A. S. Welch, "PsysiologicalEffects of Noise," 1970.
3. Stroke etal, "Ultrasonic Imaging and Holography," 1974, $37.50.
4. Green, "Acoustical Holography," Velum0 5, 1974, $32.50.
5. Rozenberg, "Physical Principles of UltrasonicTechnology," Volume

I,1973, $27.60.

Prentice.H_ll, Inc.,EnglewoodCliffs, NJ 07632

h Thomson, W. T., "Vibratory Theory and Application_," 1965,
$11.25.

2, Van Der Zie!, A,, "Noise: Sources, Characterization, Measurement,"
$12.00.

3. Kinsman,B.,"WInd Waves."
4. Berland,T., "The FIghl. for Quiet," 1970.
5. Thomson, W. T., "Theory of Vibrations with Applications," 1973,

$15.95.
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11803

1. Burrotjghs,L.,"Microphones: DesignandAppffcation."

5ams & Company.4300 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46268

1. Davis,D., "Acoustical Tests& Measurements,1965, $4,95,

The ScarecrowPress,Inc., P. O. Box 656, Metuchen,NJ 08840

1. King, R. L,, "Airport Nois_ Pollution," 1973. $10.00.

Spartan Books,50 EssexStreet, RochellePark,NJ 07662

1. Blanke, M. P. and W. S. Mitchell, "Vibration and Acoustic Measure-
ment Handbook," 1972, $30.00.

Springer-Verlag,175 Fifth Avenue,New York, NY 10010

1. Roederer, J, G., "Introduction Io the Physicsand Psychophysicsof
Music," 1973, $5.90.

2. Skudrzyk, E., "Th_ Foundationsof Acoustics:BasicMathematicsand
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GLOSSARY

A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL-The ear does not respond equally to
frequencies, but is lessefficient at low andhigh frequenci0sthan it
is at medium or speech range frequencies.Thus, to obtain a single
number representing the sound level of a noisecontaining a wide
rangeof frequenciesin a manner representativeof theear's response,
it is necessaryto reduce the effects of the lowand high frequencies
with respectto the medium frequencies.The resultantsound level Is
said to be A-weighted, and thu units are dB, A popular method of
indicating the A-weighted units is dBA. TheA-weighted sound level
level is also called the noise level. Sound level meters have an A-

weighting network for measuringA-weightedsoundlevel.

ABSORPTiON-Absorption is a property of materials that reduces tile
amount of sound energy refiecled. Thus, Ihe introduction of an
"absorbent" inlo the surfacesof a room will rcduc_ th_ sound pres-
sure level in that room by virtue of the fact that sound energy strik-
ing the room surfaces will not be totally reflected. It should he
mentioned that this is an entirely different process from that of
transmissionloss through a material, which determines how much
sound gets into the room via the walls, ceiling,and floor. The effect
of absorption merely reducesthe resultant sound level in the room
producedby energy that hasalready entered theroom.

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT-A measure of sound-absorbing ability
of a surface. This coefficient is defined as Ihe fraction of Incident

sound energy absorbed or otherwise not reflected by the surface.
Unless otherwise specified, a diffuse sound field is .ssumed. The
values of sound,absorption coefficient usually range from about
0.01 for marble slate to almost 1.0 for longabsorbingwedgessuchas
are used in anechoic chambers.

ACCELEROMETER (ACCELERATION PICKUP)-An electroacousfic
transducer that respondsto the accelerationof the surface to which
the transduceris attached, and delivers essentiallyequivalent electric
waves.
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ACOUSTICAL POWER-See soundpower.

ACOUSTICS-(1) The scienceof sound, including the generation,transmis-
sion, andeffects of soundwaves,both audible and inaudible. (2) The
physicalqualities of a room or other enclosure (such assize, shape,
amount of noise) that determine the audibility and perception of
speechand music.

AIRBORNE SOUND-Sound that reachesthe point of interest by propaga-
tion throughair.

AIR FLOW RESISTANCE-See flow resistance.

AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL-The ambient noise le,J¢l follows the usage of
the word "ambient" throughout the envlronm_ntal sciences(except
acoustics).That is, theambient noise level Isthat level that exists
at any Instant, regardlessof source.

ANALYSIS-The analysisof a noise generally refers to the examination of
the compositionof noisein Itsvariousfrequencybands,such as
octavesor third-octavebands.

ANECHOIC ROOM-An anechoic room is one whose boundaries have
been designed (with acoustically absorbent materials) to absorb
nearly all the sound incident on its boundaries, thereby affording
a test roomessentiallyfree from reflected sound,

ANTINODE (LOOP)-A point, line, or surface in a standing wave where
thevibration or soundpressurehasmaximum amplitude,

ARTICULATION INDEX (AI)-A numerically calculated measureof the
intelligibility of transmittedor processedspeech.It takesinto account
the limitations of the transmissionpath and the background noise.
The articulation index can range in magnitude between O and 1.0,
If the At is less than 0.1, speechintelligibility Is generally low, If it
is above0.6, speechIntelligibility Is generallyhigh.

AUDIOFREQUENCY-Tho fl'equenwof osclllationof anaudible sinewave
of sound; any frequency between 20 and 20,000 Hz. See also fro-
quency.

AURAL-Of or pertaining to the earor hearing.
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AUDJOGRAM-A graph showing hearing lossas a function of frequency.

AUDIOMETER-An instrument for measuringhearing sensitivity of hearing
loss.

BACKGROUND NOISE-The total or all noise in a system or situation,
independent of the presence of the desired signal. In acoustical
measurements,strictly speaking,she rerm "background noise" means
dectrical noise In Ihe measurement system. However. In popular
usagethe term "background nolsQ"Is also usedwith the samemean-
ingas"residual no[s0."

BAFFLE-A baffle is a shielding structure or series of parthions used
to increase the effective length of the exturnM transmission path
between two points in an acoustic system. For example, baffles
may be used In soundtraps (as in air conditioning ducts) or in auto-
motiv0 mufflers to decrease the sound transmitted while affording
a path for air flow.

: BAND-A segmentof the frequency spectrum.

BAND CENTER FREQUENCY-The designated(geometric) mean fie.
quency of a band of noiseor olher signal.For example, 1000 Ha is

_ . the band center frequency for the octave band that extends from
707 Hz to 1414 Hz, or for the third.octave band that extends from
891 Ha to 1123 Hz.

BAND PRESSURE {OR POWER) LEVEL-The pressure(or power)level
for the sound contained within a specified frequency band. The
band may be specifiedeither by its lower and upper cutoff fre-
quencies,or by its geometric center frequency. The width of the
band is often IndicaEodby a prefatory modifier; e.g., octave band,
third-octave band, lO-Hz hand.

BOOM CARPET-The area on the ground underneath an aircraft flying
at supersonicspeedsthat is hit by a sonic boom of specified mag-
nitude.

BROADBAND NOiSE-Noise with components over a wide range of
frequencies.
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C.WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL (dBC)-A quantity, [n decibels, read from
a standard sound.levelmeter that is switched to the weighting not-
work labeled "C", The C.weighting network weighsthe frequencies
between 70 Hz and 4000 Hz uniformly, but below and abovethese
Hmits, frequencies are slightly discriminatedagainst.Generally, C-
weighted measurementsare essentiafly the same as overall sound-
pressure levels,which require no discrlmlnaflon at any frequency.

COINCIDENCE EFFECT-The coincidenceeffect occurs when the wave-

length of the bending wave in a panel coincides with the length of
an incident sound wave at the angle at which it strikes the panel,
At any parrlcular frequency, this effect can occur only if the wave
in alr is traveling at a particular angle with respect re the surface
of the panel. Under this condition, a high degreeof coupling is achiev-
ed between the bending wave in the panel and the soundinthe air,
When the coincidence effect occurs, the transmission lossfor the

• panel is greatlyreduced.See _lsocritical frequency.

COMMUNITY NOISE EQUIVALENT LEVEL-Community NoiseEquiva-
lent Level (CNEL) is a scale that t;_kcsaccountof all the A.weighted
acoustic energy received at a point, from all noiseeventscausing
noise revelsahove some prescribedvalue. Weighting factors are In.
eluded that place greater importance upon noise eventsoccurring
during the eveninghours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p,m,) and evengreater
importance upon noise events at n[gflt (10:00 p,m. to 6:00a.m.).

COMFOSITE NOISE RATING-Composite noise rating (CNRI is a scale
that takes account of the totality of all aircraft operations at an
airport in quantifying the total aircraft noiseenvironment.It was the
earliest method for evaluating compatible land use around airports
and is still in wide use by the Department of Defensein predicting
noise environments around military airfields, Basically, to calculate
a CNR value, onebeginswith a measureof the maximum noisemagni-
tude from each aircraft flyby and adds weighting factors that sum
the cumulative effect of all flights. The scale used to describe in-
dividual noise events is perceived noise level (in PNdB); the term
accountingfor numberof flights is10 log1ON (where N is the number
of flight operations),and each night operation counts as much as 10
dayflmc operations.Very approximately, the noiseexposurelevelat a
point expressedin the CNR scalewill benumerically35-37 dDhigher
than if expressedin the CNEL scale.
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• CONTINUOUS SOUND SPECTRUM_A continuous sound spectrum is
composed of components that arecontinuously distributed over
a frequencyregion,

CRITERION-A criterion, in Federal environmental usage, is a statement of
the causeand effect relationship between a given level of poJlutant
and specificeffectson human life.

CRITICAL FREQUENCY-The critical frequency is the fewest frequency
at which the coincidence effect can occur. At this frequency, the
coincidence angle is 900, that is, the sound wave is traveling parallel
to the surfaceof the panel. Below this frequency, the wavelengthin
air isgreaterthan thebending wavelengthin Ihepanel.

CUTOFF FREQUENCIES-The frequencies that mark the endsof a band,
or at which the characteristicsof a filter changefrom passIO no-pass.

CYLINDRICAL DIVERGENCE-Cylindrical divergence is the condition
of propagation of cylindrical wavesthat accountsfor the regular de-
creasein intensity of a cylindrical wave at progressively greater
distancesfrom th0 source. Under this condition, the sound-pressure
level decreases3 decibels with each doubling of distancefrom the
source.SoDalso sphericaldivergence.

• CYLINDRICAL WAVE-A cylindrical wave is a wave in whicb the surfaces
of constant phasearecoaxial cylinders,A lineof closely-spacedsound
sourcesradiating into an open space produces a free sound field of
cyJlndr]calwarns. Seealsocylindrlca] dlvergonce,

CYCLES PER SECOND-A measure of frequency numerically equivalent
to Hertz.

DAMAGE RISK CRITERION-A statement of noise levels (including fie-
quency, duration, Intermh.tancy, and other I_ctor_) above which
permanent hearing loss of at leasta specified _mount is likely to be
sustainedby a person (to a given degree of probability). See also
hearingloss,crhcrion.

DAMPiNG-The dissipationof energy with time or distance. The term ts
gencralJyapplied to the att0nuation of sound in a structure owing
to the internalsound.dJsslpatlveproperties of the structure or owing
Io theaddlUon of sound-dissipativematerials.
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DECISEL-The decibel(abbreviated "dB") is a measure,on a logarithmic
scale,of the magnLtudeof a particular quantity (suchas sound pres-
sure, sound power, intensity) with respectto a standard reference
vatue (0.0002 microbars for sound pressureand 10.12 watt for sound
power).

DIFFUSE SOUND FIELD-The presenceof many reflectedwaves(echoes)
in a room (or auditorium) having a very small amount of sound
absorption, arisln_ from repeated reflections of sound in various
directions. In a diffuse field, the sound pressurelevel, averagedover
time, is everywherethe same and the flow of soundenergy isequally
probable in all directions.

DIRECTIVITY INDEX-In a given direction from a sound source,the
difference In decibels between (a) thesound-pressurerevelproduced
by th_ _ource in that direction, and (b) the space-averagesound-
pressurelevelofthat source,measuredat the samedistance.

DIRECTIVtTY PATTERN-The directivity pattern of a sourceof sound
is the hypothetical surface in spaceover which the sound pressure
levelsproduced by the sourceare constant,SeealsodirectivOyindex.

DOPPLER EFFECT (DOPPLER SHIFT)-The apparent upward shift in
frequency of a sound as a noise sourceapproachesthe listener(or
vice versa), and the apparent downward shift when the noisesource
recedes. The classicexample is the change in pitch of a railroad
whisde asthe locomotiveapproachesand passesby.

DUCT LINING OR WRAPPING-Usually a sheetof porous material placed
on the inner or outer walL(s)of a duct to introducesoundattenuation
and heat insulation. It i_ often usedIn air conditioningsystems.Lin.
Ingsare more effective in attenuating sound that travelsinsidealong
the length of a duct, while wrappingsare more effective In prevent-
ing sound from being radiated from the duct sidewallsinto surround-
ing spaces,

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL)-A physical measure
designedto estimate the effective "noisiness" of a single noiseevent
usually an aircraft fly-over; it is derived from instantaneousPerceived
Noise Level (PNL) valuesby applying corrections for pure tones and
for the duration of th_ noise,
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ELECTROACOUSTICS-The scienceand technology of transforming sound
waves inlo currents in electrical circuits (and vice versa), by means
of microphones, loudspeakers,and electronic amplifiers and filters.

FAR FIELD-Consider any sound source in free space. At a sufficient
distancefrom the source, the sound pressurelevulobeys the inverse-
squarelaw (the sound pressuredecreases6 dfi with each doubling of
distancefrom the source).Also, the sound particle velocityis in phase
with thesoundpressure.This region is calledthe far fieldof the sound
source. Regionsclos0r to thesource, where thesetwo conditions do
not hold, constitute the near fi01d.In an enclosure,asopposed to free
space,therecan also sometimesbe a far field region if there is not so
much reflected sound that the near field and the reverberant field

merge.Seealsoreverberant field.

FILTER-A device that transmits certain frequency components of the

signal (sound or electrical) incident upon it, and rejects other fre-
quencycomponentso( the incidentsignal,

FLOW RESISTANCE-The flow resistan_ of a porous material is one of
the most important quantities determining the sound absorbing
characteristicsof the material. Flow resistanceis a ratio of th_ pres-
sure differential acrossa sampleof the porous material to the air
velocity throughit.

FOOTPRINT (NOISE)-The shape and size of the guographicalpatlern of
of noise impact that an aircraft makes on the areasnear an airport
while landingor taking off.

FREESOUND FIELD (FREE FIELD)-A sound field in whichthe effects
of obstaclesor boundaries on sound propagated in that field are
negligible.

FREQUENCY-Th_ number of times pur second Ihat the sine-waveof
sound repeats itself, or that the sine-wave of a 'vibratingobject re.
peats ilself. Now exprussed In Hertz (Hz), formerly in cycles per
second(cps).

FUNCTION-A quantity that variesas a result of variations of another
quantity.
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FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY-The frequency with which a periodic
function reproduces itself, sometimes called the first harmonic
(seealso harmonic).

GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION (or NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)-A term
used in statistics to describethe extent and frequencyof deviations
or errors. The outstanding characteristicsare a tendencyto a maxi-
mum number of occurrencesat or near the center or mean point,
the progressivedecrease of frequency of occurrencewith distance
from the center, and the symmetry of distribution on either side
of the center. In respectof random noise, each fluctuation of ampE.
rude is an occurrence, whelhcr above or below tile mean Icvd; the
peak value of each fluctuation [s the error and the distributionof
errors with time Is Gaussian.

: GRADiENT-A variation of the local speed of sound with height above
ground or other measure of distance causing refraction of sound.
It is most commonly caused by rising or failing temperature with
altitude or by differences[n wind speed,

HARMONIC-A sinusoidal (pure-tone) component whose frequency is a

• whole.number multiple of the fundamental frequency of the wave.
if a component has a frequency twice that of the fundamentalit is
called the secondharmonic.

HEARING DISABILITY-An actual or presumed inability, due Io hearing
impairment, to remainemployed at full wages.

HEARING HANDICAP-The disadvantageimposedby a hearing impair-
ment sufficient to affect one's efficiency in the situation of every-
day living.

HEARING tMPAIRMENT-A deviation or cllange for the worse in either
hearing structure or function, usually outside the normal range;
sechearingloss,

HEARING LOSS-At a specified frequency, an amount, in decibels,by
which the threshold of audibility for that ear exceedsa certainsped-
fled audlometric threshold, that is to say, the amount by which a
person'shearing is worse than some selectednorm. The norm may
bc the thresholdestablishedat some earlier time for that ear, or the
averagethreshold for some largepopular[on, or tim thresholdselected
by somestandardsbody for audiometricmeasurements.
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HEARING LOSS FOR SPEECH-The difference in decibels between the

speechlevels at which tile "average normal'* ear and a d_fective ear,
r_spectlvely, reach the same Intelligibility, often arbitrarily set at
50 percent.

HERTZ-Unit of measurementof frequency, numerically equal to cycles
persecond.

IMPACT-(1) An impact is a singlecollision of one massin motion wilh
a secondmass that may be either in motion or at rest. (2) Impact
is a word usedto expresstile _xtenl or s_verity of an environmental
problem; e.g., the number of personsexposed to a given noise en-
vironment.

IMPACT INSULATION CLASS (IIC)-A single-figure rating that Is in-
tended to permit the comparison of the impact sound insulating
merits of floor.ceiling assembliesIn terms of a r_f_rence contour.

IMPACT SOUND-The sound arising from the impact of a solid object
on an interior surface (wall, floor, or ceiling) of a building. Typical
sourcesarefootsleps, droppedobjects,etc,

INFRASONIC-Of a frequency beJewthe audiofrequencyrange.

INVERSE-SQUARE LAW-The inverse-squarelaw d0scribcsthat acous-
tic situation where the mean-squarepressure changes in inverse
proportion to the square of the dJstancufrom the source. Under
this condition, the sound-pressurelevel decreases6 decibelswith
each doubling of distance from the source.See also sphericaldiver-
geNce.

ISOLATION-See vibration isolator.

JET NOISE-Noise produced by the exhaust of a jet into its surrounding
atmosphere. It Is generally associatedwith the turbulence generated
along the interface between the jet stream and the atmosphere.

L1o LEVEL-The sound levelexceeded10 percent of the time. Corresponds
to peaks of noise in th_ time history oF environmental noise in a
particular setting.
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! LS0 LEVEL-The soundlevelexceeded50 percentof the time. Corresponds
to th0averagelevelof noisein a particularsetting,over time.

Lg0 LEVEL-The soundlevel exceeded90 percentof the time. Corresponds
to the residual noiselevel,

LEVEL-The value of a quantity in decibels.The level of an acoustical
quantity (sound pressureor sound power), in decibels, is 10 times
the logarithm (base10) of the ratio of th_ quantity to a reference
quantity of the samephysical kind.

LINE SPECTRUM-The spectrum of a soundwhosecomponents occurat
a numberof discrelcfrequencies.

LIVE ROOM-One characterizedby an unusually smafl amount of sound
absorption.Seereverberationroom.

LOUDNESS-The judgmentof intensity of a sound by a human being.

Loudnessdependsprknar[ly upon the soundpressureof the stimulus.
Over much of the loudnessrange it takes about a threefold increase
in soundpressure(approximately ]0 dB) to produce a doublingof
Ioudn0ss.

LOUDNESS LEVEL-The loudnesslever of a sound, in phons, is numerF
cally equal to the median sound pressurelevel, in decibels,relative
to 0.0002 microbar, of a free progressivewave of frequency 1000
Hz presented to listeners facing the source, which in a number of
trialsIsjudged by thelistenersto beequally loud.

MACH NUMBER-The ratio of a speedof a moving element to the speed
of soundin the surroundingmedium.

MASKING-The action of bringingone sound(audible when heard alone)
to inaudibility or Io unintelligibility by the introduction of another
sound. It is most marked when the masked sound is of higher fre-
quencythan the maskingsound.

MASKING NOISE-A noise that Is intense enough to render inaudibleor
unintelligibleanother sound that issimultaneously present.

MEAN FREE PATH-The averagedistance sound travels between suc.
cess[vereflections Ina room.
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MEDIUM-A substancec._rrylnga soundwave.

MICROBAR-A microbar is a unit of pressure, equal to 1 dyne per square
centimeter.

MICROPHONE-An electroacoustic transducer that responds to sound
wavesanddeliversessentiallyequivalentelectric waves.

NEAR FIELD-See far field.

NODE-A point, line, or surfacewherea wavehaszero amplitude,

NOISE-Any sound that is undesirablebecauseis interferes whl= speech
and hearing, or is intense enoughto damagehearing,or is otherwise
annoying,

NOISE CRITERION (NC) CURVES-Any of several versions (SC, NC,
NCA, PNC)of criteria used for rating theaccoptabifity of continuous
indoor noiselevels,suchas producedby air-handling systems.

NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST-Noise exposure forecast (NEF) is a scale
(analogousto CNEL and CNR) that hasbeen usedby the fbderal

• government in land use planning guides for use tn connection wish
airports.

In the NEF scale, the basic measure of magnitude for individual
noise events is the effective perceived noise level (EPNL), in units
of EPNdB, This magnitude measureincludes the effect of duration
per event. The terms accounfing for number of 1Tightsand for weight-
ing by time period are the sameasIn the CNR scale. %ry approxi-
mately, the noise exposure level as a point expressed in the NEF
scale wl)l be numerically abous 33 dB lower than ifexpressedin the
CNEL scale.

NOISE INSULATION-See soundinsulation.

NOISE ISOLATION CLASS (NIC)-A single number rasing derived in a
prescribed manner from the measured values of noise reduction,
It provides an evaluationof the soundiso/at[on between two enclosed
spacesthat areacoustically connectedby oneor more paths.
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NOISE LEVEL-See sound Icvch

NOISE AND NU&_BER INDEX (NNI)-A measur0 based on Perceived
Nnise Level, and with weighting [actorsadded to account for the
number of noise_vents, and used (in some Europeancountries) for
ratingthe noiseenvironment near airports.

NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL (LNP or NPL)-A measureof tile total com-
munity noise,postulated to be applicable to both traffic noise and
aircraft noise. It ls computed from the "energy average" of the noise
level and the standard deviation of the time.varying noise level.

NOISE REDUCTION (NR)-The noise reduction between two areasor
rooms Is the numerical difference, in decibels,of the averagesound
pressurelevelsin those areasor rooms.A measurement of "noise re-
duction" combines the effect of the transmissionloss performance
of structures separatingthe two areasor rooms, plus the effect of
acousticabsorptionpresentin the receivingroom.

NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT (NRC)-A measure of the acous-
tical absorption performance of a malerial, calculated by averaging
its _ound absorption coefficients at 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz,
expressedto the nearest integral multiple of O,OS.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION-See Gaussiandistribution,

NOYS-A unit usedIn the calculationof PerceivedNoise Level.

OCTAVE-An octave Is the interval between two soundshaving a basic
frequency ratio of two. For example, there are g octaves on the
keyboard of a standardpiano.

OCTAVE BAND-AU of the components, In a sound spectrum, whose
frequencies are b_tween two sine wavecomponents separatedby an
octave.

OCTAVE-BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL-The integrated sound
pressure level of only those sine-wavecomponents in a specified
octave band, for a noiseor soundhavinga wide spectrum.
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OSCILLATION-The variallon with time, affernatery fncmasinganddecreas-
ing, (a) of some feature of an audible sound, suchas the soundpres-
sure, or (b) of some feature of a vibrating solidobiect, suchas the
displacementof Itssurface.

PARTIAL NODE-A partial node Is the point, line, or surface In a standing
wave system where thcre is a minimum amplitude differing from
zero,

PEAK SOUND PRESSURE-The maximum instantaneoussound pressure
(a) for a transient or impulsive sound of short duration, or (b) in a
specifiedtime interval for a soundof longduration,

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNL)-A quantity expressed In decibels
that provides a subjectiveassessmentof the perceived "noisiness"
of aircraft noise, The units of PerceivedNoise Level are Perceived
Noise Decibels,PNdB.

PERIOD-The duration of time it takes for a periodic wave form (like a
sine wave) to repeat itself,

PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT {PTS)-See temporary threshold shift.

r PHASE--Fur a particular value of the independent variable,the fractional

part era period throughwhich the independentvariablehasadvanced,
measuredfrom anarhilrary reference.

PHON-The unit of measurementfor loudness level.
Phons = 40 + log2 sone,

PINK NOISE-Noise where level decreaseswith increasingfrequency to
yield constantenergy per octave of band width.

PITCH-A listener'sperception of the frequency of a pure tone; thehigher
the frequency, the higher the phch.

PLANE WAVE-A way0 whose wave fronts areparallel and perpendicular
to the direction in which the waveis travelling,

PNdB-See perceivednoiselevel.
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PRESBYCUSIS-The decUnein hearing acuity that normal}y occurs as a
; persongrowseider.

PURE TONE-A soundwavewhosewaveform isthat of a sine-wave.

i RANDOM INCIDENCE-If an object Is in a diffusesound field, the sound
waves that comprise the sound field are said to strike the oblect
from all angles of incidence at random. See also Gausslan distr[-

'; bution.

RANDOM NOISE-An oscillation whose instantaneousmagnitude is not
specified for any giveninstant of time. It can be describedin a statis-
tical senseby probability distribution funcfions giving the fraction
of the total time that the magnitude of the noise lieswithin a speci-
tied range,

RATE OF DECAY-Rate of decay is the time rate at which the sound-
pressure level (or other stated characteristic, such as a vibration
level) decreases at a given point and at a given time after the source

ls turned off. The commonly used unit is decibels per second.

REFRACTION-The bending of a sound wave from its original path,
either because it is passing from one medium to another or because

(In air) of a temperature or wind gradient in the medium.

RESIDUAL NOISE LEVEL-The term "residualnoise" hasbeen adopted
to mean the no_se that exists at a point as a result of the combina-

tion of many distant sources, Individually indistinguishable. In statis-
' tical terms, it is the I_vel that exists 90 percent of the time. (Acous-

ticians should note it means the same level to which they have custo-
marily applied that term "ambient.') gee also background noise.

RESONANCE-The relativdy large amplitude of vibration produced when
the frequency of som_ source of sound or vibration "matches" or
synchronizes with the natural frequency of vibration of some object,
component, or system.

RESONATOR-A resonator Is a device that resounds or vibrates in sympa-
thy with somesourceof soundor vibration.

RETROFIT-The retroactive modification of an existing building or ma-
chine. In current usage, the most common application of the word
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"retrofit" [s to the questionof modification of existingiet aircraft
enginesfor noiseabatementpurposes.

REVERBERANT FIELD-The region in a room where the reflected sound
dominates, as opposed to tile regiondose to the noisesourcewhere
the directsounddominates.

REVERBERATION-The persistenceof sound in an enclosedspace,as a
resuh of muhiplc reflections,after the sound source hasstopped.

REVERBERATION ROOM-A room having a long reverberation time,
especiallydesignedto make the soundfield inside it asdiffuse (homo-
geneous)as possible.Alsocalleda five room.

REVERBERATION TIME (RT)-Thc reverberationtime of a room is the
time taken for the sound pressurelevel (or sound intensity) to de-
crease to one-millionth (60 dB) of its steady-statevalue when the
sourceof sound energy is suddenlyinterrupted, h Isa measureof Iho
persistenceof an impulsivesound in a room and uf the amount of
acousticalabsorptionpresentinside the room.

ROOM CONSTANT-The room constantIs equal to (a) the product of the
averageabsorption coefficient of the room and the total internal
area of the room, divided by (b) the quantity one minus the average
absorption coefficient.

ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE (RMS)-The root.mean squarevalueof a quantity
that is varying asa function of time isobtained by squaringthe func-
tion at each Instant, obtaining the averageof Ihe squaredvaluesover
the interval of interest, and taking the squareroot of this average.
For a sine wave,multiply the RMS value by V_, or about 1.43,
to get the peak value of the wave. The RMS value, also called the
effective value of the soundpressure,is the best measureof ordinary
continuous sound, but the peaLvalue isnecessaryfor assessmentof
Impulsenoises.

SHIELDING-The attenuation of a sound by placing walls, buildings, or
other barriersbetween a soundsourceandthe receiver,

SINE-WAVE-A sound wave, audibleas a pure tone, in which the sound
pressureIsa slnusoidalfunction of time.
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SONE-Tho unit of m_asuroment for loudness.One sonc is the loudness

of a soundwhoselevel is 40 phons.

SONIC BOOM-The pressuretransientproducedat an observingpoint by a
vehicle that is moving past (or over) it faster than the speedof sound,

SOUND-S_o acousdcs(1),

SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT-See absorption coefficient,

SOUND ANALYZER-A sound analyzer is a device for measuringthe
band-pressurelewl or pressure-spectrumlevelof a soundasa functian
of frequency,

SOUND INSULATION-(1) The useof structuresand materials designed
to reduce the transmissionof soundfrom oneroomor areato another

or from the exterior re the Interior of a building. (2) The degreeby
which sound transmission is reducedby means of sound insulating
structuresandmaterials,

SOUND LEVEL (NOISE LEVEL)-The weighted sound pressurelevel
obtained by use of a sound levelmeter havinga standard frequency.
filter for attenuatingpart of the soundspectrum.

SOUND LEVEL METER-An instrument, comprising a microphone, an
amplifier, an output meter, and frequenw.wclghting networks, that
is used for the measurementof noiseand soundlevels [n a specified
manner.

: SOUND POWER-TIle total amount of energy radiated into the atmospheric
: air p0r unit time by a source of sound.

'. SOUND POWER LEVEI.-The level of sound power, averagedover a
period of time, thereference being 10"12watts,

SOUND PRESSURE-(1) The minute fluctuations in atmospheric pres-
sure that accompany the passageof a sound wave; the pressure
fluctuations on the tympanic membraneare transmitted to the inner
ear and give rise to the sensationof audible sound. (2) For a steady
sound_the valueof the soundpressureaveragedovera period of time.
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(3) Sound pressureis usually measured(a) in dynes per squarecenti-
meter (dyn/cm2), or (b) in newtons per square meter (N/m2). 1
N/m 2 = I 0 dyn/cm 2 10"s times the atmosphericpressure.

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL-The root-mean.square value of the pressure
fluctuations above and below atmospheric pressuredue to a sound
wave; expressedin decibels re a reference pressureof"0.0002 micro-
bars (2 x 10,5 newtons per squarumeter).

SOUND SHADOW-The acoustical equivalent of a light shadow. A _ound
shadow Isoften partial becauseof dlfrraction cffucts.

SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS (STC)-The preferred single figure
rating system designed to give an _stJmateof the sound insulation
proportles of a partition or a rank ordering of a seriesof partitions.
I_ iS Intended for use primarily when speechand office noisecon-
sdtute the principal noise problem.

SOUND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT-The fraction of Incident sound

energy transmilled through a structural configuration,

SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS (TRANSMISSION LOSS (TL))-A meao
sure of sound insulation provided by a structural configuration, Ex*
pressedin decibels,il is ] 0 times the lo,_rilb m to the base| 0 of lhc
reciprocal of thesound transmlsslon coerOclent of the configuration,

SPACE-AVERAGE SOUND-PRESSURE LEVEL-The space-averagesound
pressurelevel is the sound.pressure Icvelaveragedover all directions
at a constantdistancefrom the source.

SPECTRUM-Th_ descrlplion a sound wave'srosolulion inlo components,
each or different frequency and (usually) different amplilude ;_nd
phase.

SPEECH-INTERFERENCE LEVEL (SIL)-A calculated quantity provid-
inga guide to the interfering eflbct of a noiseon receptionof speech
communication. The speech-interference lewl is the arithmetic
averageof the octave-bandsound-pressure levels of the inlerfer{ng
noise in the most Important part of Ihe spoech frequency range.
The levels in the three octave*frequency bands centered at 500,
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I000, and 2000 Hz are commonly averagedto determine the speech-
interference level. Numerically, the magnitudes of aircraft sounds
in the speech-interferencelevel scaleare approximately 18 to 22 dB
less than the same soundin the perceivednoise levelscalein PNdB,

SPEED (VELOCITY) OF SOUND IN AIR-The speed of sound in air is
344 m/seec_r1128 ft/sec at 78°F.

SPHERICAL DIVERGENCE-Spherical divergence is the condition of
propagation of sphericalwaves that relates to the regular decrease
in Inl_nsity of a sphericalsound wave ;it progressivelygreater dis-
tances from the source, Under this condition Ihe sound.pressure
level decreases6 decibelswith each doubling of distance from the
source.Seealsocylindrical divergence.

SPHERICAL WAVE-A sound wave In which Ihe surfaces of constant

phase are concentric spheres.A small (point) source radiating into
an openspaceproducesa free soundfield of sphericalwaves.

SPL-Seo soundpressurelevel.

!
STANDARD-(I) A prescribed method of measuring acoustical quan-

tides. Standards In this senseare promulgated by professionaland
scientific societies like ANSI, SAE, ISO, etc.. as well as by other
groups, (2) In the sons0 used in Federal environmental statutes,
a standard is a specific statementof permitted _nvlronrnental con-
dit]ons.

STANDING WAVE-A periodic sound wave having a fixed distribution
in space,the result of interference of traveling sound waves of the
same frequency and kind. Such sound wavesare characterizedby the
existence of' nodes, or partial nodes, and anUnodesthat are fixed
in space.

STEADY-STATE SOUNDS-Sounds whose averagecharacteristicsr_main
constant In fime. An example of a steady-statesound is an air con-
ditioning unit.

5TRUCTUREBORNE SOUND-Sound that reachesthe point of interest,
over at leastpart of itspath, by vibration of asolid structure,
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SUBHARMONIC-A sound component of frequency a whole number of
times lessthan the fundamental frequency of the sounds'complex
WaVe,

TAPPING MACHINE-A device that produc0s a standard impulsive noise
by letting weightsdrop a fixed distanceonto the floor. Usedin tests
measuring the isolationfrom impact noiseprovided by variousfloor-
ceilingconstructions.

TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT (TTS)-A temporary impairment of
hearing capablUty as Indicated by an increase in IIic thresholdof
audibility. By definition, the ear recoversafter a given period of
time. SufficTentexposures to noise of sufficient Intensity, from whlch
the ear never completely recovers,wilt lead to a permanent threshold
shift (PTS), which constitutes hearingloss.Seehearing loss,threshold
shift, threshold of audibility.

THIRD-OCTAVE BAND-A frequency band whose cutoff frequencies
have a ratio of 2 to the one.third power, which is approximately
1.26, The cutoff frequenciesof 891 Hz and 1112 I-Iz define a third-
octaveband[n common u_e.Seealsoband center frequency.

THRESHOLD OF AUDIBILITY (THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY)-
The minimum sound-pressurelevel at which a person can hear a

: specified soundfor a specified fraction of trials.

THRESHOLD SHIFT-An Increasein a hearing thresholdlevel that resuffs
from exposureto noise.

TONE-A sound of definite pitch. A pure tone has a slnusoidalwow form.

TRAFFIC NOISE iNDEX {TNI)-A measure of the noise environment
created by vehicular traffic on highways; it is computed from mea-
sured valuesof the noise levelsexceeded 10 percent and 90 percent
of the time.

TRANSMISSION LOSS-See soundtransmission loss.

TRANSDUCER-A devicecapable of beingactuated by waves from one or
more transmission systems or med_a and supplying related waves
to one or more other transmission systemsor media. Examples are
microphones, accelerometers,and loudspeakers.
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" "iTS-See temporary Ihroshold shift.

ULTRASONIC-Pertaining to sound frequencies above the audible sound
spectrum (ingeneral,higherthan 20,000 Hz).

-i

VIBRATION ISOLATOR-A resilient support for machinery and other
equipment that might be a source of vibration, designedto reduce
Ih0 amount of vibration transmittedto the buildingstructtJre,

WAVEFORM-A presentationof some feature of a sound wave,e.g., the
sound pressure,as a graphshowingthe moment-by-moment variation
of sound pressurewith time.

WAVEFRONT-An imaginary surfaceof a sound waveon its way through
the atmosphere.At all points on the wavefront, tl_ wave is of equal
amplitude andphase. !

WAVELENGTH-For a periodic wave (suchassoundin air), the perpendic-
ular distance between analogouspoints on any two successivewaves.
The wavelengthof sound in air or in water is inverselyproportional
to the frequency of the sound. Thus, the lower thu frequency, the
longer thewavelength.

WHITE NOISE-Noise whose energy is uniform over a wide rangeof fre.
quencies, bQlnganalogousin spectrum characteristicsto white I[gltt.
White noisehasa "hissing"sound. Seealso broadbandnoise.

WRAPPING-See duct liningor wrapping.
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